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CHAPTEH 1 
iNTnovucrioN 
(1.1) Historical Development 
One of the fundamental challenges we usually encounter with in theoretical 
nuclear physics is to understand the property of nuclei and nuclear reaction in term of two-
nucleon interaction. The study of nucleon-nucleus interaction has quite a long history. As 
long ago as 1935, Bethe [1] calculated the scattering of nucleons by purely real potential and 
found marked resonances that are not observed experimentally. Levier and Saxon [2] showed 
that these are damped if the potential is allowed to become complex and that such potentials 
are able to reproduce well the differential cross-section for the elastic scattering of the 
medium energy proton by nuclei. This work was extended to neutron scattering by Feshbach, 
Porter and Weisskpof [3] who examined the total and reaction cross section for the 
interaction of the neutrons with nuclei over a wide range of energies and nuclei. Feeshbach, 
Porter and Weisskopf [3] also used a complex potential, and this is referred to as the optical 
model in analogy with the interaction of light with a medium that is both refractive and 
absorptive. Just as this can be treated by allowing the refractive index to become complex, so 
the scattering and absorption of nucleons by nuclei can be represented by a complex 
potential. 
The nucleon optical potential can be determined either by the Phenomenological analyses of 
the experimental data or by a more fundamental calculation (ciUed microscopic) starting 
from the nucleon - nucleon interaction. 
In the Phenomenological determination, first a plausible form of the potential which contains 
a number of parameters is assumed, best values of these parameters are then determined by 
comparing the predictions of such a potential with the experimental data. However, the 
empirical optical potential has the problem of a variety of parameter ambiguities. 
In the conventional optical model phenomenology (i. e. the standard optical model [4]) both 
the real and imaginary central potentials are parameterized in Woods - Saxon (two-parameter 
Fermi) form. The standard spin orbit potential is chosen to have the conventional Thomas 
form, which involves the derivatives of a Woods - Saxon functic^n. These potentials are then 
inserted into the Schrodinger equation. 
The potentials that one finds in a conventional, standard optical model analyses in the energy 
region 20-800 MeV, exhibit several characteristics features: First the real central potential 
becomes repulsive above about 600 MeV (see fig. 18 of ref [4]) and since in this 
parameterization the potential has a monotonic radial dependence, it is obviously either 
attractive everywhere or repulsive everywhere. Secondly, the imaginary part of the central 
potential increases monotonically with energy. Further the real spin-orbit term is attractive, 
while the imaginary part is repulsive having opposite signs. Generally, the real spin-orbit 
potential decreases with increasing energy, while the imaginary spin-orbit potential grows 
with increasing energy, with the exception that the real spin-orbit potential at 500 MeV is 
found to be larger than at 200 MeV [4]. 
The conventional optical Phenomenology poses severe problem of peculiarity. For instance, 
the root mean square radius of the real central potential (for as target) in the intermediate 
energy region, exhibit a peculiar non monotonic behaviour [4], indicating that the geometry 
of the real central potential appears to be changing quite substantially with energy. At high 
energies, one finds a root mean square radius, which is considerably smaller than at lower 
energies, indicating that the range of the repulsive potential is shorter than that of the 
attractive potential at low energies. Other peculiar behaviour that one usually encounters with 
in the conventional optical model phenomenology is concerned with the spin-orbit potential. 
With increasing energy, the volume integral of the real spin-orbit potential, falls sharply and 
seems to have a minimum near 200 MeV before resuming it decreases beyond 400 MeV. 
Similarly, the volume integral of the imaginary spin-orbit potential, peaks at 200 MeV 
decreases rapidly again and even changes sign near 400 MeV. 
The above mentioned difficulties are associated with the use of smooth Woods-Saxon 
geometry for the radial behaviour of the potential over the wide energy range of a projectile 
energies. Various non Woods-Saxon form factors have been profiosed. It was realized that 
above 200 MeV the interior of the nucleus, in terms of real central potential, becomes 
repulsive while the tail region remains attractive (up to 600 or 700 MeV). The success of 
Dirac phenomenology [5] indicates a non Woods-Saxon (wine-bottle-botom) shape for the 
real central potential. Further, at higher energies one still finds a small attractive tail with a 
strongly repulsive interior for the real part of the potential. This type of potential gives 
excellent fits to the elastic scattering data, which are greatly superior to any fit with standard 
Woods-Saxon potentials. 
(1-2) Microscopic Calculation Of Nucleon - Nucleus Optical Potential 
Microscopic optical potential implies a potential calculated from the Nucleon-Nucleon 
interaction using some theory. In the present work we have calculated the Neutron-Nucleus 
microscopic optical potential within the framework of first order Brueckner theory of infinite 
nuclear matter. This approach essentially uses the realistic intemucleon interaction and the 
ground state density of the target nucleus as its basic input. Nucleon-Nucleus optical 
potential in this approach is obtained mainly in two steps. First, one calculates the effective 
intemucleon interaction (g - matrix) in Nuclear matter using realistic NN interaction. This g-
matrix is complex function of incident energy and density. Secondly, this effective 
interacfion is then folded over the ground state density of the target nucleus to obtain the 
Nucleon-Nucleus optical potential using a folding prescripfion. It should be noted that this 
effective interaction is obtained by solving the Bethe-Goldstone integral equafion using 
matrix inversion technique. 
The evaluation of the effective interaction needs a realistic NN interaction. A variety of 
realistic NN interactions, empirically determined as well as based on the meson exchanges 
are now available in the literature. In our present work, we have used Hamada-Johnston hard-
core [6] and Urbana v-14 soft-core [7] potentials. 
In this preliminary work, we have used the point proton densities [8] obtained from electron 
scattering data and for neutron density we use the simple 
prescription p (r) = (N / Z)p (r) • Where N is the number of neutron and Z is the 
^ n p 
charge number of target nucleus. 
(1.3) Out Line Of Present Work 
In chapter 2 we discuss in detail the calculational techniques to obtain the nuclear matter 
optical potential in a self-consistent manner. We also describe the calcuktion of binding 
energy of infinite nuclear matter, using first order Bruecimer theory, starting from both the 
Hamada-Johnston hard-core [6] and Urbana v-14 soft-core [7] realistic interactions. We find 
that the calculated nuclear matter optical potential using v-14 interaction ai'e qualitatively 
similar to the one using HJ -"nteractions, except that the use of Urbana v-14 gives a real 
nuclear matter optical potential \vhich is more attractive as compared with the results using 
HJ interaction. We would see that in first order Brueckner theory the use of v-14 interaction 
predicts an overbound infinite nuclear matter at large saturation density as conpared with the 
empirical value, where as the use of HJ interaction predicts an under bound infinite nuclear 
matter of saturation density closer to empirical one. 
Chapter 3 describes the procedure for obtaining optical potential for finite nuclei firom 
infinite nuclear matter potential within the fi-amework of first order Brueckn'jr theory. Here, 
we present the formalism for obtaining different components (central direct, central 
exchange, spin-orbit direct, spin-orbit exchange) of the nucleon nucleus optical potential 
using a local density approximation. We also discuss a method of obtaining the effective 
mass correction to the calculated optical potential. We then describe the results of our 
calculation of neutron nucleus optical potential for use in studing the neutron elastic 
scattering from '*°Ca in energy region 11 to 65 MeV. We have also studied the energy 
dependence of root mean square radii of the calculated real central optical potential from n-
'"^ Ca in the same energy region. We have also analyzed the neutron elastic scattering data 
from other targets and found that the results for different component of neutron nucleus 
optical potential are similar to that from '"'Ca. 
In Chapter 4 we discus the resuh of our analyses of neutron elastic scattering data from C, 
'^0 , ^^ Al , '"'Ca , '^'Fe in the energy region from 8-65 MeV, using calculated optical 
potential (as described in chapter 3). Our results show that the calculated potentials are in 
reasonable agreement with the ones required to fit the scattering data. 
In Chapter 5 we describe the mass number dependence of the mean square radii (MSR) for 
the real central potential (<r'^ >poi). In this chapter we present the results of our analyses of 
mean square radii (MSR) from neutron elastic scattering data at 26 MeV & 65 MeV from 
wide mass range of targets '^ C - ^ °Zr. 
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CHAPTtn 2 
NUCUEAK MATTEn 
OPTICAL POTEhJTiAL 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
We briefly describe, here, the basic element of the Brueckner's theory of infinite nuclear 
matter, and discuss the method used to calculate the effective interaction (g-rnatrices), which 
can then be folded over the ground state densities to obtain the nucleon-nucleus optical 
potential. 
Brueckner theory is based on the Goldstone expansion, which is a linked cluster perturbation 
series for the ground state of a many body system. This is explained nicely in a review article 
by Day [1]. 
The success of Brueckner theory in practical calculation sten from the fact that certain 
classes of linked diagram can be summed in closed form up to infinite orders defining the so 
called reaction matrix or effective interaction, g. All quantities are then formulated in terms 
of this g matrix, which is smooth and well behaved even for a hard-core inter-nucleon 
potential. First numerical calculation applying Brueckner theory were performed in 1958 by 
Brueckner and Gammel [2]. Later Bethe [3] and his collaborators made substantial advances 
in the understanding of Brueckner theory. 
In order to describe the scattering processes at low energies, we restrict our discussion to the 
approaches based on the non-relativistic nucleon-nucleon interaction. We start with the 
assumption that nuclei can be described by the non-relativistic Schrodinger equation and that 
the nucleons are interacting through a two body potential. Even this is a difficult task for an 
interacting many body system. It is at this level that Nuclear Matter comes to a partial rescue. 
This provides a simpler picture to be hopefully used as a first step towards the more difficult 
task of understanding finite nuclei. 
Nuclear matter is a hypothetical system, which contains equal number of neutrons and 
protons. The Coulomb force for this system is assumed to be switched off. Consequently 
infinite nuclear matter is translationally invariant. Owing to translational invariance of the 
system, the one-particle wave functions are plane waves. This leads to a tremendous 
simplification. Thus, the most difficult part of a finite nucleus calculation, the calculation of 
single particle wave function, is absent in nuclear matter. The only problem then is to 
calculate the energy of this system as a function of density and the effective interaction 
between the particles. 
The result of a nuclear matter calculation gives E/A as a function of nucleon density p. The 
saturation property of the nuclear forces implies that E/A should have a minimum w for 
some density P .The empirical values of w and p are deduced by extrapolating the 
observed properties of finite nuclei to infinite nuclear matter. We find 
w = -16MeV p = 0.17 fm "^ 
0 0 
Alternative parameters of interest are the average inter-particle distance r and the Fermi 
momentum k 
471 3 2 , 
Two main approaches exist in nuclear matter theory. The first approach is based on the 
Brueckner theory and the second approach is based on the variational method. However, we 
restrict ourselves to the approach based on Brueckner theory of infinite nuclear matter. 
In section 2.2 we present in detail the calculation techniques involved in the evaluation of 
nuclear matter optical potential. The results of our calculations are discussed in section 2.3. 
2.2 Calculation Techniques 
Brueckner - Goldstone theory has in the past been successfully applied as the starting point 
for the nuclear matter calculation. This theory has been described in detail in ref [1]. It is 
based on the Goldstone expansion, which is a linked cluster perturbation series for the 
ground state energy of a many body system. The ground state energy of a many body system, 
according to the goldstone expansion, can be obtained by adding the contribution of all 
connected diagrams. 
Owing to the strong short-range repulsion in the nucleon-nucleus potential at short distances, 
all the matrix elements in the goldstone expansion become very large and the series does not 
converge. For this purpose the diagrams in the Goldstone expansion are rearranged in such a 
way that each matrix elen.^nt of two-body potential is replaced by an infinite series which 
takes care of two-body interaction to all orders of interaction. The quantity that replaces the 
two-body potential is called the reaction matrix, g. Thus, the goldstone expansion is finally 
converted to one in which the potential is eliminated in favor of the reaction matrix. The 
resulting expansion is called the Brueckner - Goldstone expansion. Since the reaction matrix 
is well behaved even for a singular two-body force, all the terms in the Brueckner -
Goldstone expansion are finite and of reasonable magnitude. 
The reaction matrix corresponds to an operator, which is defined as 
g(w) = v - v ( Q / e ) v + v ( Q / e ) v ( Q / e ) v - (2.1) 
Here v is the realistic intemucleon interaction, w is the starting energy, Q is the Pauli 
operator, which annihilates a two-particle state unless both particles in the intermediate states 
are above the Fermi see, and e is the energy denominator. The above expansion is equivalent 
to the following integral equation. 
g(w) = V - V (Q / e) g(w) (2.2) 
g (w) as defined in eq (2.2), is a two body operator that acts an a two nucleon state. Let 
^Ts(r\,r2) be the two nucleon unperturbed wave function, which is the product of two plane 
waves, i. e: 
Ors(ri,r2) = <Dr(ri) OsCrj) = | r s > (2.3) 
We define a correlated two-nucleon wave function: 
% s(ri, Ti) = Or s (ri, rj) - (Q / e) g(w) O, s (r,, rj) . (2.4) 
Applying v on both sides of the above equation we get: 
V 4'rs(ri,r2) = V (Drs (r, r2)-v (Q /e )g(w) Or s (11/2), 
= (v- v(Q/e)g(w))0rs(r,j2) (2.5) 
=> v^rs(ri,r2)=g(w)Ors(ri,r2). (2.6) 
Thus the action of v on the correlated wave function is equivalent to the action of reaction 
matrix g(w) on the unperturbed plane wave function. Using eq.(2.6) in eq.(2.4) we get the 
following relation 
4'rs(ri,r2) = Ors(r,,r2)-(Q /e) v Trs(r,,r2). (2.7) 
Equation (2.7) is the well known Bethe-Brueckner integral equation for the correlated wave 
function 4 r^s(ri,r2). In practice equation (2.7) is solved as a first step and then equation (2.6) is 
used to obtain the reaction matrix (called effective interaction or g-matrix for scattering 
states), g(w). 
Since the system of infinite nuclear matter is homogeneous and isotropic, the single- particle 
wave functions are plane waves: 
ffl (r, ) = i2 e ^ ,^ „, 
^ s M ^ (2.8) 
The nucleons are assumed to be contained in a very large box of volume Q and the wave 
number k satisfies the periodic boundary condition. We finally let Q -» 00 then k becomes a 
continuous variable. All the states with momentum less than the Fermi momentum, kp, are 
occupied and all other states are empty in a nuclear matter of density p = — r - k 3 
3 7t 2 F -
10 
Using eq (2.6) we can write 
< O r s | g|(j)rs > = < O r s | v | 4^rs > (2 .9) 
The operator Q, e, and v all conserve the total momentum of a wo-particle state. Hence the 
total momentum of the correlated wave function will be equal to the total momentum of the 
unperturbed two-nucleon wave function. 
2.2.1 Correlated Two - Nucleon Wave function 
The radial part of the correlated two-nucleon wave function (equation 2.7), following the 
procedure of partial wave expansion as described in ref [2] satisfies the following integral 
equation: 
Uf^,(kr) = jjkr)5^^, + 47:2 j G^,(r, r')VJ^.,(r')U[^^„(r')r'^ dr' 
L" 0 
(2.10) 
where G (r, r') is the Green's function defined as 
G , ( r , r ' ) = j k ' ^ d k ' j j k ' , r ) j , ( k ' , r ' ) 2 i i ^ (2.11) 
^ J ^ ^ e (k ' ,K) 
K and k are the centre of mass and relative momentum in the initial state and k' is the relative 
momentum in the intermediate state. The momentum in the intermediate state are related as 
shown below, (where ki and k2 are the momentum of the two interacting nucleon in 
intermediate state): 
k' = (ki-k2)/2 andK = k,+k2, 
=> ki = 1/2K + k' and ki = 1/2K - k' (2.12) 
11 
v-*^  is the realistic NN interaction in the state JSL'L" and JL(kr) is the spherical Bessel 
function. J, S, L and L' denote the two-nucleon total angular momentum, total spin, initial 
and final orbital angular momenta respectively. Total momentum conservation ensures that 
the total momentum in the intermediate state is also K. Q is the Pauli operator that ensures 
that the nucleons in the excited state have momentum > kp, and e(k', K) is the energy 
denominator 
e(k',K) = E(k,,K) + E(k2,K) - W (2.13) 
where E(ki,K), E(k2,K) are the single particle energies of the nucleons in the intermediate 
state and W is the starting energy. 
The presence of hard core in the intemucleon potential poses a serious difficulty since the 
value of integral on the right hand side of equation (2.10) appears to be indeterminate in the 
core region. Hov e^ver, this difficulty can be overcome, if we make following replacement as 
is done for the scattering from a hard sphere [2]. 
v [ \ „ ( r ' ) U f , . ( r ' ) = X ' ^ , 5 ( r ' - r ^ ) 5 , , . , , for r ' < r<, (2.14) 
The value of A,'^  , is determined by the condition that the radial part of the correlated wave 
function should vanish at the hard-core radius re. Using eq (2.14) in eq (2.10), we get 
Uf,.(kr) = J J k r ) 5 , , , + 47rr;GJr,r^)A;V 
L' ' c 
2 Hr' (2-15) 
The condition that u (kr) should vanish at r = TC determines X , which is 
12 
js h^^Av 1 V- 1- 2 G ( r , r ' ) 
LL' 47rr'G (r , r ) r ' f^ J G fr , r ) L'L"^ LL-^ 
c L^ c c'^  c ^ r L c c ' 
(2.16) 
TO 
Substituting the value of X we obtain 
LL' 
Uf,,W = 47rX; Jr'^dr- F^,(r, r' )v;'^„(r' )Uf^„(r' ) + S^(kr)5^^, (2.17) 
L" r 
c 
where SL(kr) and FL (r, r') are defined as 
r-' / r r ^ 
S J k r ) . j ^ ( k r ) - j ^ ( k f ^ ) ^ ^ ' ; (2.18) 
L ^  c ' C^  
and 
G J r , r ) G J r ^ , r ' ) 
F J r , r ' ) = G^(r , r ' ) ^ '-
G , ( r , r ) 
L c c 
(2.19) 
The functions U^^,(kr) ^^ defined only for L = j for the singlet state with S = 0, and only for 
L = J or J + 1 for the triplet states with S = 1. The tensor force couples the triplet states with 
the same J and parity, that is, the states with S = 1 and L == j ± l.The states with S = 1 and L = 
J does not couple with any other states since the triplet states with L = j ± 1 have parity 
opposite to that of L = J state. 
We have used Hamada-Johnston [4] as well as Urbana v-I4 [5] interactions for v, including 
all partial waves and tensor coupling with relative orbital angular momentum 1 < 5. Thus, the 
two-nucleon states considered here, include fourteen uncoupled and four coupled states as 
listed below 
Uncoupled states: _____^ 
T = 1 states T = 0 states 
Singlet even : Singlet odd : 
'So, 'D2, % 'P,, •F3, 'H5 
13 
Triplet odd: Triplet even: 
Po, F3, H5, H6, P] D2, G4, (15 
Coupled states: 
T = 0 states T=] 
P^2 
F^4 
L states 
• % 
-% ^D2 - ^G2 
The integral in eq (2.17) is discretised using Simpson's rule. The interval (re, °°) is broken 
into 5 small intervals of varying step sizes. For Hamada-Johnston hard-core inter-nucleon 
interaction, the integrand in eq (2.17) is calculated at 29 points for the nucleon separation up 
to 8.55 F using the following mesh: 
(r , r ' )= re(=0.485), (0.0323), 0.55, (0.05), 0.65, (0.10), 1.05, (0.25), 3.55, (0.50), 
8.55 F. 
Discretisation of the integral converts eq (2.17) into a matrix equation of the form Au = C. 
Here A is the 29 x 29 matrix for the uncoupled state and the 58 x 58 matrix for the coupled 
triplet states. Matrix A is inverted using standard matrix inversion routine of the NAG 
LIBRARY and finally the matrix u corresponding to the radial part of the correlated two-
nucleon wavefunction is obtainec" by the relation u = A' C. 
For Urbana v-14 soft-core inter-nucleon interaction we discretise the integral in eq (2.10) at 
39 points for nucleon separation up to 8.9 F using the following mesh 
(r,r ') = 0.00, (0.05), 0.80, (0.10), 1.40, (0.25), 1.90,(0.50), 3.90, (0.50), 8.90 F. 
Here the matrix is 39x39 for the uncoupled states and 78 x 78 for the coupled triplet states. 
14 
The Energy Denominator 
When a nucleon of momentum pi is incident on the bound ncleon with momentum p2 inside 
the Fermi sea, both the incident and the target nucleons are excited to states outside the Fermi 
sea with momenta k] and kj and interact in the intermediate state. 
The relative momentum k, and centre of mass momentum K in the intermediate state are 
defined as 
k = l ( k , - k ^ ) , K = kj + k^ (2-20) 
It is now straightforward to write down the expression for the energy denominator: 
e (K,k) = E( ki K) + E( kj, K) - w (2.21) 
The starting energy w is a sum of single particle energy of the incident and bound nucleons, 
ie 
w = E(p, ,K) + E(p2,K) (2.22) 
The single particle energy spectrum of the interacting nucleons can be written as 
E (k, K) = Kinetic energy + Potential energy, 
where 
^2 2 
e ( p , , K ) = - — L + Re V(p ) (2-23) 
1 zm ' 
and 
^2 2 
e (P2 ,K) = - 2 ^ + Re Vip^) (2.24) 
In order to achieve self-consistency we parameterize the single particle potential energy, for 
the real part of the optical potential, as described in detail in the forthcoming section 2.2.4 
15 
(see equation 2.35a and 2.35 b). This would give us an expression for the total potential 
energy in the intermediate state if both ki, k2 < km (using approximation 2.35a) as, 
V(k,) + V(k2) - 2 Vo + V, (k,' + k2' )+V2( ki' + k2'* )+V3( k, V kz') (2.25) 
For a give relative momentum k and centre of mass momentum K, the following angle 
average approximation is required for the energies in intermediate states [6]. 
k^ = i K^ + k^ + Kk L i (2.26a) 
k L IK^ . k^  - Kk l iH (2-26b) 
2 4 J2 
Where y is the angled averaged Pauli operator for the relative momentum k, and centre of 
mass momentum K. Pauli operator y depends on the magnitude of k, the magnitude of K and 
on the angle between them. Due to this the single particle energy spectrum in the energy 
denominator would also be a function of same angle. To eliminate this angle dependence, we 
use the angle-averaged approximation (see eq 6 of ref [6]). 
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2.2.2 Nuclear Matter Optical Potential 
In order to calculate the nuclear matter optical potential we first calculate the correlated two-
nucleon wave function as described in the previous section and then we calculate g- matrices 
using equation (2.9,2.10, and 2.17). 
The nucleon-nucleus optical potential in nuclear matter is defined as the antisymmetrized 
matrix elements of the reaction matrix g 
VNM i^' E) = 2 n^(j)(k, j | g(E + e(j))| k, j ) ^ (2.27) 
J 
In this equation w = E +e0, where e(j) is the single particle energy of a bound nucleon of 
momentum j and k, E are the momentum and energy of the incident nucleon. The index A 
refers to antisymmetrization. The summation over j are over the occupied states in the Fermi 
sea and the function n<(j) is defined as 
n<G)=l ; ifj<k-^ 
= 0 ; ifj>kF (2.28) 
Finally, the optical potential may be written as [7] 
V^^(k, E) = i X S Z ^ ( ( JX2T + 1X2S + l)p(S, T, j , q; w = e(j) + E) 
2 j T = 0 S = 0 
(2.29) 
where J + l 
p ( S , T , j , q ; w) = 4;rX Z (2J + 1) 
J L = J - 1 
iUl.^, 
AnG , (r , r .w) L ^  c c 
J + 1 
(2.30) h ' h J v ) I vf^Xr)uf^,^„(qr)dr ] 
L'= J - 1 
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Here T, S and are the total isospin, total spin of the two interacting nucleon with q = (j - ky2. 
The summation over j in eq (2.29) refers to the integration over the momenta] and the angle 
between] and k .We have taken five point Gaussian integration for both magnitude and angle 
of the bound nucleon in the Fermi sea. 
2.2.3 Nuclear Matter Binding Energy 
The energy of nucleon with momentum k in infinite nuclear matter is defined as the sum of 
kinetic energy and the potential energy, i.e. 
E(k) = — + V ( k ) (2.31) 
2m 
The energy per nucleon for infinite nuclear matter is given by 
1 
E /A = ^ 
2m 2 
Jk'dk 
kMk 
(2.32) 
The factor of /4 with V(k) appears because V(k) arises from thj interaction of the pair of 
particles, and we must not count the potential energy of a pair twice. 
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2.2.4 Calculation Of g-Matrix 
Techniques for calculating g from eq. (2.2) are now well established. We use the method of 
ref [8], i.e. the solution of integral eq. (2.2) in coordinate space. There are however a number 
of differences between our calculation and that of ref [8]. We use Urbana v-14 soft core and 
Hamada-Johnston hard-core interactions for v including all partial waves and all couplings 
with relative orbital angular momentum L < 5. The numerical solution of the equation and 
the calculation of the Green's function was performed for nucleon separation up to x < 8.5 
fm and for relative momentum up to k < 10 fm''. The radial step length differed in various 
radial regions, as described in the subsection (2.2.1). The accuracy of the results was checked 
and numerical errors found to be of the order of 1%. Provisions were made for all terms to be 
complex even though v is real. 
Integral equation of reaction matrix is defined as 
g(w = e(p,) + e(pj) = V-V Q (2.33) 
e(kj) + e(k2)-w 
where the single particle energy e(k) is given by 
n\' 
e(k) = — + V(k) (2-34) 
2m 
As described in section (2.2.2) the single particle potential V(k) is calculated from Brueckner 
g-matrix using equation (2.29). Which is also required as an input (see eq 2.34) for the 
energy denominator in eq (2.33). Thus an iteration process is required to obtain self-
consistency. In order to perform self-consistency we choose the following parameterization 
as the initial guess for the single particle potential energies. 
V(k) = a + bk^ + ck'* + dk^ for 0<k<kn, , (2.35a) 
V(k) = a' - b' exp (-c' k^) for km < k < oo (2.35b) 
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where a, b, c, d, a', b' and c' are constants and k the momentum of the nucleon. It is ensured 
that there is a smooth variation in V(k) using the equation (2.35a) and (2.35b). The values of 
the parameters a to d are determined by fitting eq. (2.35a) to the calculated potential eq (2.29) 
in the range 0 < k < km. The constant a' to c' are obtained by fitting eq. (2.35b) to the 
calculated potential in the region km < k < oo We take km = 5 fm"' except at the lower 
densities (Fermi momentum kF= 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 fm'') where we take km = 2.0, 2.5 and 4.5 fm"' 
respectively because the calculated potential becomes almost k-independent beyond km- We 
summarize the calculational step below 
1. A first guess is made for the k - dependence of the potential V, i.e. parameters a to d and 
a' to c' are chosen. In Practice an empirical energy dependent potential may be used as a 
first guess or we use the results of some earlier calculations [9] 
2. A particular choice is made for the momentum pi of the incident nucleon and its energy is 
take as 
j^2 2 
E , ( p , ) = - J ^ - Re V ( p , , E , ( p , ) (2-36) 
3. A particular choice for the magnitude and direction of p2 (momentum of nucleon in 
nuclear matter) is made. In practice we use 5 point Gauss Quadrature for both angle and 
magnitude of target nucleon. Then we calculate the energy of target nucleon using 
equation (2.36). 
4. The total momentum Ko and the relative momentum p , of the two interacting nucleon in 
initial state are obtained from 
Ko = pi + p2 , p = (pi - P2) / 2 (2.37a) 
Similarly for intermediate state, total momentum is Ko (conserved in nuclear matter) and 
relative momentum is 
k = (ki-k2)/2 (2.37b) 
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4. Using equation (2.9),(2.10) and (2.17), we calculate g-matrix. 
5. From g the optical potential V(k,E) can be calsulated in the inlnite nuclear matter, using 
eq (2.29) involving integration over k2 below Fermi sea. 
6. This is repeated for about 20 different values of ki, spanning the whole of the relevant 
region. The real part of this potential is inserted using approximation of eq (2.35) into 
step (1) above and the whole process is repeated until self-consistency for Re U is 
obtained. Self-consistency is readily achieved after 5 to 6 iterations if a good initial guess 
is made. 
7. The whole process (step 1 to step 6) is repeated for a different value of kp to obtain 
nuclear matter optical potential at a different density. 
Test of Self-Consistency 
In figure (1) we show the resuh of self consistency obtained for the single particle potential 
as a function of incident momentum, for fermi momentum kF=1.4fm'', using Urbana v-14 [5] 
interaction. Self-consistent single particle potential is calculated from Brueckner g-matrix 
using equation (2.29). Polynomial approximation (see equation (2.35a, 2.35b)), is used as 
input for the calculation of g-matrix. We notice that in our calculation sixth order polynomial 
approximation (eq2.35a) is assumed up to a momentum cut off 5 fm', beyond that 
exponential approximation (eq 2.35b) is assumed. 
We compare our result with those of ref [10]. In figure 1 of ref [10], the self consistent single 
particle auxiliary potential U(k) is calculated from Brueckner g-matrix, using Argonne 
vl8[l 1] potential as NN interaction, and a parabolic approximation up to a certain maximum 
momentum kpir = 2kF, is assumed as input for the calculation of g-matrix. Figure 1 of ref 
[10], is shown here as figure 2. Figure 2 shows that a fully self consistent calculation of 
auxiliary potential U(k) is in better agreement with parabolic approximation, where as from 
our result (fig (1)) we conclude that a self consistent potential coincides, with the sixth order 
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polynomial approximation input up to 4.5 fm''. Hence self-consistency is satisfactory 
achieved using polynomial approximation. 
2,3 Results and Discussion 
In this section we discuss our results concerning the calculation of optical potential in infinite 
nuclear matter using v-14 soft-core and Hamada-Johnston hard-core realistic interactions. 
Further, the result of calculation for binding energy of infinite nuclear matter, using both the 
interactions is discussed. 
Fig 3(a) illustrates the real part of the calculated nuclear matter optical potential (NMOP) as 
a function of the incident local momentum at various Fermi momenta, ranging from 0.60 fm'' 
to 1.8 fm'', making use of Urbana v-14 realisfic interacfion. The results indicate the 
following. Firstly, at the low incident momentum (i.e. low incident energy) the real NMOP 
remains attractive and its strength smoothly decreases with decreasing nuclear matter density. 
Secondly, at high energy, k around 3.80 fm'', the real potential becomes repulsive for a high 
nuclear matter density though remains attractive for small densities (small kp) up to quite 
high values of k. This indicates that if one uses a simple local density approximation to 
obtain optical potential for finite nuclei one should obtain a shape resembling the wine bottle 
bottom type of real potential. Further, these changes suggest that the radial shape of real 
potential changes substantially with increasing energy. In fig 3(b) we show the imaginary 
part of the calculated NMOP as a function of incident local momentum at various Fermi 
momenta from 0.60 fm"' to 1.8 fm'', using Urbana v-14 realistic interaction. Fig 3(b) 
indicates the following; Firstly the imaginary NMOP remains attractive at all incident 
momenta. Secondly, at low incident energies (low value of k) the calculated imaginary 
potential is small, for high kp and large for low kp values. This indicates a surface 
enhancement in the imaginary potential for low incident energies. 
Fig 3(c) and Fig 3(d) illustrate respectively the calculated real and imaginary NMOP using 
Hamada-Johnston hard - core interaction .The curves shovwi in fig 3(c) are qualitatively 
similar to the ones shown in fig 3(a), except that the use of Hamada-Johnston interaction 
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gives a real potential which is less attractive as compared with the results using Urbana v-14 
realist'C interaction. The results for the calculated imaginary potential are also similar (see fig 
3(b) and 3(d)). 
The results of our calculations for NMOP (fig 3(a) - 3(d)) using Hamada-Johnston and 
Urbana v-14 realisfic interacfion agree with the calculation of Arellano, Brieva and Love [12] 
(see fig 1 and 2 of ref [12]). 
After achieving the self-consistent single particle potential we calculate the nuclear matter 
bindiiig energy of the infinite symmetric nuclear matter at different fermi momenta using 
equation (2.32). The empirical saturation point is deduced by an extrapolafion from the 
properties of finite nuclei. Empirically the nuclear matter saturates at a density 
p = 0.17 ± 0.02ftn"^ and energy per particle 8^ = -16 ±IMQW the 
equilibrium value for the inter-particle spacing is r = 1.13 ± 0.04fm and that for 
Fermi momentum : k = 1.35 ± 0.05 fm 
F 
•1 
The results of calculation5; are shown in fig (4). The curves labeled vl4 (BB) is the results of 
our calculation for nuclear matter binding energy per nucleon as a fianction of nuclear matter 
density when Urbana v-14 interaction is used. Similarly curve labeled HJ (BB) in fig 4 refers 
to the result of our calctlation when Hamada-Johnston interaction is used. We have also 
shown in fig (4) the results of calculation using variational approach [13] with Urbana v-14 
interaction denoted by UR (LP) in fig (4). Empirical saturation point of nuclear matter lies 
inside the rectangular box shown in fig (4). There are several observations one can make 
regarding figure (4). First the lowest order Brueckner theory using Urbana v-14 realistic 
interaction gives rise to a nuclear matter which saturates at kp = 1.6 fm"' and E / A = -19.3 
MeV. Thus it predicts a large saturation density and an overbinding of the infinite nucleai-
matter. Further the curve passes through the empirical value. The use of HJ interaction gives 
rise to a nuclear matter which saturates at kp = 1.33 fm'' and E / A = -12.4 MeV. Though 
the saturation density is quite close to the empirical value, however the predicted binding 
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energy is small as compared with the empirical value. Thus the density is correct but the 
system is under bound. Finally, the results obtained from the two different approaches-
Brueckner theory and the variational approach using Urbana v-14 interactions are 
qualitatively similar. Both interactions give rise to a large saturation density and an 
overbinding of the nuclear matter. In particulars, the Brueckner theory compared with the 
variational approach predicts slightly larger binding energy (by about 2 MeV per particle) at 
a comparatively lower saturation density. 
Figure Caption 
Figure I. Single particle potential as a function of momentum. Here full circles represent the 
self-consistent single particle potential, calculated from Brueckner g-matrix. The solid line is 
a result of the single particle potential obtained from Polynomial approximation used as input 
for the calculation of g-matrix. 
Figure 2. Fig 2 is taken from ref [10]. In this fig full circles present the result of fully self-
consistent single particle potential calculated from Brueckner g-matrix. The parabolic 
approximation used as input for the g-matrix produces the potential indicated by squares. 
Solid line is a parabolic fit to self-consistent potential. 
Figure 3(a)-3(b). Real and imaginary part of nuclear matter potential as a function of 
incident local momentum for various Fermi momenta between 0.60 fm"' and 1.8 fm'', using 
Urbana v-14 soft-core interaction. 
Figure 3(c)-3(d). Real and imaginary part of nuclear matter potential as a function of 
incident local momentum for various Fermi momenta between 0.60 fm"' and 1.8 fm"', using 
Hamada-Johnston hard-core interaction. 
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Figure 4. Nuclear matter binding energy per nucleon as a function of Fermi momentum. 
Curves labeled vl4(BB) and HJ(BB) are our calculations using Urbana v-14 soft-core and 
Hamada-Johnston hard-core interactions respectively. Curve labeled UR(LP) corresponds to 
the variational calculation of Lagris and Pandharipande [13]. Empirical saturation point of 
nuclear matter lies inside the rectangular box shown in the figure. 
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CHAPTEK 3 
hJUCUeOM - hJUCUEUS 
OPTICAL POTENTIAL 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The task of constructing optical potential for a finite nuclei has been accomplished by a 
number of authors [1-6] using various forms of local density approximation [1-4]. However 
we follow the approach suggested by Brieva & Rook [2-4]. It should be noted that we do not 
use the generalized reference spectrum method [2-4] bi.t solve the integral equation using 
matrix inversion technique described in the previous chapter. The basic idea behind this 
approach is that an effective inter nucleon interaction, the g-matrix, is obtained by solving the 
Beth-Goldstone integral equation, this effective interaction is then folded over the point 
nucleon density inside the nucleus to give the nucleon-nucleus optical potential. The optical 
potential obtained in this way is then used to predict the differential cross-section, analyzing 
power and spin rotation function for the elastic scattering of nucleons using a spherical 
optical model code. 
We have performed calculation using both the Urbana v-14 soft-core [7] & Hamada Johnston 
hard-core [8] realistic interactions. In the present work we have used the proton densities [9] 
obtained from electron scattering data and for neutron densities in the target we use the 
simple prescription pn(r) = (N/Z) pp(r). 
In section 3.2 we describe the procedure for obtaining the radial dependence of g-matrices 
and then use the local density approximation to calculate different components (direct 
central, exchange central, direct spin orbit & exchange spin- orbit parts) of the nucleon-
nucleus optical potential. 
In section 3.3 we discuss the method used for effective mass correction [10] to the calculated 
optical potential, which slightly differs from others [11-12]. This method not only modifies 
the central imaginary parts but also gives a feedback term in the real central part and 
modifies the real and imaginary parts of spin-orbit optical potential (as suggested by 
C.Mahux [13]). 
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In section 3.4 we discuss the results of our calculation for n- ''"Ca optical potential. We also 
show the energy dependence of the volume integral per nucleon, for the real and imaginai-y 
parts of calculated central potential. 
Section 3.5 presents a study of the energy dependence of root mean square radii of calculated 
real central optical potential. 
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3.2 Radial Dependence of g-Matrices 
In order to calculate the radial dependence of the nucleon-nucleon effective interaction or g-
matrix we follow the approach proposed by Siemens [14] and used by [15,16] successflilly. 
Here instead of imposing the requirement that the approximate g should reproduce the 
binding energy of nuclear matter when it is used in lowest Born approximation we define g 
so as to reproduce the average single particle complex nuclear matter potential. This 
condition allows us to obtain the radial dependence of the effective interaction. 
Vv'e consider a nucieon with energy E and momentum k moving in an infinite system of 
matter density PNM and Fermi momentum kp related by 
_ _ 2 _ 3 (3.2.1) 
PNM " . 2 "^F 
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The energy E and momentum k are assumed to be related by 
k^ 
E = + Re[ UCk^; k, E)] ^^ "^ •'^ ^ 
2m 
where m is the nucieon mass and U (kp; k, E) is the average complex potential felt by the 
incident nucieon, This nucieon collides with a bound nucieon with momentum p with Ipl < 
kp. We introduce the total and relative momentum for the nucieon pair, 
Ko = k + p, 3.2.3(a) 
ko=(k-p)/2, 3.2.3(b) 
and recall r their relative coordinate. The radial part of the correlated wavefunction of the two 
nucleons is denoted by U ^^  ( r ) , where L, S and J refer to the orbital angular momentum, 
LL ',a ^ '^  
total spin and total angular momentum respectively of the nucieon pair. Angular momentum 
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L' allows for the tensor coupling in the internucleon interaction and a represents the 
dependence of the wave function on E, k, p and p 
A diagonal representation of g in coordinate space is easily obtained from 
<<D|g |<D>= < a ) | v | ^ > (3.2.4) 
where | <D > is a pla le wave state characterized by the relative momentum of the pair, v is 
the realistic internucleon potential and l|/y is the correlated two-nucleon wave function. 
Equation (3.3.4) would be satisfied if we take 
j . s , „ , p<k L'.|J-s| It, (3.2.5) 
'''•'•-' TJ<^— 
where lL(r)= korJL(kor), with JL(X) the spherical Bessel function of order L, and v '^^  (r) are 
the reduced matrix elements of realistic internucleon potential . For singlet states, the sum 
over L' in eq (3.2.5) does not apply. In triplet states it is convenient to have a J-independent 
interaction, namely 
L + l 
2][2J + l]g[-^  = '(r;p^^,E) 
3[2L + 1] 
g ' = '(r; P , E) = ^^^^ (3.2.6) 
For practical purposes and computational simplicity an L-independent effective interaction 
can be defined in states of spin S and isospin T 
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? [2L + 4^r ; p^^, E) I ^ Ij(r) 
gST.,. E) = -^  ' - 0 (3.2.7) 
E [2L + 1] Z - f(r) 
I P<k_ k "^   k ' 
F o 
where the sum over L is over even or odd values so as to have negative total parity. The g 
effective interactions are complex and depend on density and energy. 
3.2.1 Method Of Calculation 
The nucleon-nucleus optical potential, M is written as the sum of a local direct term and a 
non-local exchange term [2-4], namely 
MiJ/(r) = 2 J (f);(r^)g^|r_rj, p(R), E)(l)^(r^)d^^vi/(r ) 
n 
+ E j K^'2^^'''i\-4 P^^)' E)M^(r,)d\(^^(r) (3.2.8) 
n 
where ri and r2 refer to the radial coordinates of the incident and the bound nucleons 
respectively, ^ (ri) is the scattering wave function of the incident nucleon, (j) (r ) is the 
n 2 
bound-state single-particle waveflinction with n repre. enting the appropriate quantum 
numbers and g^ and g^ ^ are the direct and exchange effective nucleon-nucleon interactions. 
Both g° and g^ ^ have essentially the following structure 
g( ri, r2 :E) = g c (r,, r2: E) + g so (ri, rz: E) L . S + other terms (3.2.9) 
That is, a central plus a spin-orbit components (and also tensor components etc.) of the NN 
effective force. From eq (3.2.8), it is convenient to define a local equivalent optical potential, 
U(r j ,E) i | / ( r , ) = I M ( r j , r / : E)vj/(r/)dr,' (3.2.10) 
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The nucleon-nucleus optical potential can now be written in the standard form (neglecting 
the tensor part assuming the target to be spherical) 
U(ri,E) = Ue(r,,E) + Uso(r,,E) (3.2.11) 
where 
Uc(r,,E) - -V(r, ,E) - iW(r,,E) (3.2.12) 
and 
Uso(r,,E) = - [Vso(r,,E) + iWso(ri,E)] li.a, (3.2.13) 
refer to the central and the spin-orbit component of the nucleon-nucleus optical potential In 
h 
eq (3.2.13), li and Si - — (j are the incident nucleon orbital angular momentums and spin 
2 1 
respectively. 
The evaluation of the effective NN interaction, g° and g^^, in finite nuclei is computationally 
time consuming. However, the hypothesis of local density approximation is made that these 
effective interactions in finite nuclei can be approximated by the local, density and energy 
dependant effective interactions calculated in infinite nuclear matter, that is 
where p ( R ) is the nuclear matter density at 
R - ( r i + r 2 ) / 2 (3.2.15) 
Using equations (3.2.8), (3.2.10) and (3.2.14) we can obtain the local equivalent nucleon-
nucleus optical potential, U (ri, E). 
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(3.2.2) Direct Part Of The Central Optical Potential 
In this subsection, W(; discuss the calculation of direct component of the central optical 
potential. The expression for the direct central optical potential is given by 
U?(r , ,E) = X |c^;(r,)g,^(|r , - r J ; p ( R ) , E )<t.„(r3)dr^ (3.2.16) 
Eq (3.2.16) can be written, in term of the single-particle density distribution in the target 
nucleus, as 
U^( r , ,E )= I p ( r j g ^ ( |r, - r J ; p ( R ) , E )dr. 
where 
(3.2.17) 
p(z) = Z fjz^Jz) (3.2.18) 
is the single-particle density distribution .We now incorporate in eq (3.2.17) the difference 
between neutron and proton matter densities and the difference between nn and np effective 
interactions. The expression for the direct component of the central optical potential for 
incident neutron can be written as 
D,nn U c " ( V E ) = Jp„(r , )g,"-( r - r 
1 2 
;p(R) , E )dr. 
- f P p ( V g c ' " ^ ( r. - r. ; p ( R ) , E )dr. (3.2.19) 
The quantities g ' and g ' in eq (3.2.19) are the direct part of the central nn and np 
effective interactions respectively and are defined by [2] 
D , nn 01 (g + 3 g " ) (3.2.20) 
and 
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D,np ' /-! 10 , „ 0 I , 00 , T 11 . n??]) 
gc = j ( 3 g + g + g + 3g ) p.z . / i j 
Here the complex quantity g '^ occurring in eq (3.2.20) and (3.2.21) are central effective 
interactions in the spin-isospin (S, T) states of the two-nucleon system. Eq (3.2.19) coupled 
with eqs (3.2.20) and (3.2.21) is used to calculate the direct part of central component of the 
optical potential. 
3.2.3 Exchange Part Of The Central Optical Potential 
The exchange part of the central optical potential can be written as 
U^^(r, E)M/(r,) = ^ JK^'i^^T^l'i ' r j ; p(R), E )(t)Jr,)y(rpdr^ (3-2-22) 
n 
We now use the local momentum approximation [2-4] and factorize out the incident nucleon 
wavefunction, ^(ri).This approximation has been used [2-4] and results in the following 
expression. 
U^" ( r , ,E )= j p ( r , , r ^ ) g f ( | r , - r J ; p ( R ) , E )j,(k|r, - r,|)dr^ (3.2.23) 
where 
p(x, y) = X K(>^)^n(y) (3.2.24) 
is the single particle mixed density, jo(x) is a spherical Bessel function of order zero and k in 
the argument of Bessel function occurring in eq (3.2.23) is the local momentum defined by 
^ 2 , 2 
E = + V ( r , E ) (3.2.25) 
2m 1 
where V (ri, E) being total (sum of direct and exchange) real central potential. In order to 
include the difference between proton and neutron matter densities and the difference 
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between nn and np central effective interactions, we write the above eq (3.2.23) in the 
following form [2,4] 
EX,nn, U ^ ' ' ' " ( V E ) = Jp„(vr2)g^^ ' "" ( r, - r 2 ; p ( R ) , E )jo( k r — r 
I 2 
K 
" I P n ( V ^ 2 ) g r ' " ' ( r - r ^ ; p ( R ) , E )i ( k p ' r 2^='c r — r 1 2 
)dr. (3.2.26) 
Here the quantities g''-^ •"" and g '^ ^ ' "P in eq (3.2.26) are the exchange part of the 
C 
central nn and np effective interactions respectively and are defined by [2] 
EX ,nn ^ / „01 -2„1K 
gc = j ( § - 3g ) (3.2.27) 
EX,np ' .-, 10 , „01 
gc = 8-(3g + g g 
00 T 1 1 N 
3g ) 
(3.2.28) 
The proton and neuron single-particle mixed densities in eq (3.2.26), are taken as proposed by 
Negele and Vautherin [17] i.e. 
p (r, r ) « p 
^i = (P ,N)^ r 2^ ^i = (P.N) 
r + r 
1 2 
J (sk^r 
sin(sk ) - sk cos(sk ) (3.2.29) 
with s = I ri-r2l, and kp is Fermi momentum. 
3.2.4 Direct Part Of The Spin-Orbit Optical Potential 
In this subsection we present the commonly used prescription [3-6] for obtaining the direct 
part of the spin-orbit potential under the short range approximation .The direct part of the 
spin-orbit optical potential in this approximation [3] is given by 
Us 'o(VE) = 5: J ( ^ ; ( r J g 3 ^ J | r , - r J ; p , E )ls^^(v^)dr (3.2.30) 
The product l.s in eq (3.2.30) can be written as 
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l.s = rxp . s = - ( r , - r j x ( p , - p J . C s , +s^) (3.2.31) 
where pi(p2) and Si(s2) refer to the momentum and spin vectors of the incident (bound) 
nucleons. Changing the interaction variables in eq (3.2.30) to ^^  = ^^  - r^  vve obtain 
U3'o(i-,,E) = - i j [ p(|r, +x | )g°Q(x;p ,E)xd" 
X (p_ - p^).(s_ + s p ] , (3.2.32) 
where 
p ( K + x| ) = S ( ^ : ( r , 4-x)(^^(r. + x) (3.2.33) 
n 
The integration over p2 vanishes, since no direction of the target nucleon is preferred, while 
the sum over the bound nucleon spin S2 is zero for spin zero nuclei. This gives us 
U°o (r , ,E) = -JIP( |r, + x| )g ^^  (x;p,E)xdx x p,.s, (3.2.34) 
The expression given by eq (3.2.34) is exact. It can be approximated in coordinate space 
provided the direct part of spin-orbit force is of sufficiently short range. Nuclear density can 
be expanded in the following power series: 
p(r + X) = p(r ) + x.[V p(r + x)J ^ + (3-2.35) 
I 1 •• X 1 -'x = 0 
Replacing eq (3.2.35) in eq (3.2.34) we get to the first order in the derivation of the density 
U"^  ( r , E ) = - - 7 r B ^ p , E ) ^ 1 .s ^^ "^ -^ ^^  
s o ^ 1 ' -^  V K 5 ^ I ••^1 
3 r 5r 
where BP( p, E) is giv(jn by 
B ° ( p , E ) = Jg3"^(x;p,E)x''dx (3.2.37) 
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If we include the difference between the proton and neutron densities, we obtain the 
following expression for the direct part of the spin-orbit optical potential for incident neutron 
as 
U^°^"(rl,E) T^ 
1 d j g s o " " ( x ; p , E ) x dx _ _ p j r , ) 
I 1 
1 d 
^ I g s o " ^ > ^ ; P ' E ) x ' d x - - - p (r,) 
\ • ' ^ 
(3.2.38) 
^D'""andg°'"P 
'SO ^SO 
respectively and are defined by [3] 
where g " g '"  are the direct part of the spin-orbit nn and np effective interaction 
^D,nn _ 11 
'SO ~ ^SO 
(3.2.39) 
and 
, D , n p 
' S O 2 (§so "*" ^so -^  (3.2.40) 
(3.2.5) Exchange Part Of The Spin-Orbit Optical Potential 
In this subsection we present the commonly used prescription [3-6] for obtaining the 
exchange part of the spin-orbit potential under the short- range approximation. The exchange 
part of the spin-orbit optical potential [3] is given by 
n 
(3.2.41) 
Using eq (3.2.41) for the product l.s, changing variable to x = r2 - ri and Fourier transforming 
the incident nucleon scattering wavefunction \)/(ri) in eq (3.2.4l),we obtain 
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EX 1 U;^(r,,E)v|/(r,) = j (In)-^' ^ j g^^ (x; p, E)x 
i{Vyp(r| + x,r, + y)|^^^ + p(r| + x, r j^k • S . 
X exp(ik.x) exp(ik.r )ij;(k)dkdx (3.2.42) 
where 
P ( x , y ) = X <t'n(>f)(|>n(y) (3.2.43) 
is the single particle mixed density and 
v}/(k) = (27: ) ' ' ' ' j exp(- i r .k) i | / ( r )dr (3.2.44) 
The sum over the bound nucleon spin, $2, does not appear in eq (3.2.43 , 3.2.44) as it 
averages out to zero for a spin-saturated nuclei. We now expand the single-particle mixed 
density around x = 0 and obtain an approximate expression to the first order in the gradient of 
the matter density, 
U^ ',^  (r,,E)i|;(r,) = -i^-^)'"' jCo (x ;P 'E)x 
p ( r )k + i p p(r r + y) j + x.iV p(r + y, r ) j k 
X s exp( ik.x)exp( ik.r )n/(k)dkdx (3.2.45) 
Integrating over x in eq (3.2.45) we get 
2 
EX U;^^( r ,E)v / ( r ) = (2n) - 3 / 2 7 r / R ^ ' ( k ; p , E ) V p ( r ) 
X p s exp( ikr )ij;(k)dk , (3.2.46) 
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where R^^ (k; p, E) is 
R'^'^(k;p,E) ^ - Jg^^^^(x;p, E)j,(kx)x^dx (3.2.47) 
For spherical density distribution, we obtain the following expression for exchange part of 
the spin-orbit potential 
EX U " " ( r , E ) = - 7 1 
so ^ 1 ^ 
3 
2 ' 3 
— jgjQ (x; p, E)j|(kx)x^dx 
k 
1 dp{T) 
L i s (3-2-48) 
1 I 
r dr 
1 1 
When the difference between the proton and neutron densities and the difference between 
exchange part of nn and np spin-orbit effective interactions are included, the expression for 
the exchange spin-orbit optical potential for the incident neutron can be written as 
U s o ' " ^ V E ) = J ' - i - j g ^ ^ ^ ' " " ( x ; p , E ) j , ( k x ) x ' d x l A p ^ ( r , ) 
1 1 
1 1 /^ 
k J^so r dr P 1 
I,.s, (3.2.49) 
Here, g EX, nn ^^ ^ EX, np ^^ j^^ ^ exchange part of the spin-orbit nn and np effective 
'SO 
interactions respectively and they are given by [3] 
g 
EX.nn _ „11 
SO = -g SO 
(3.2.50) 
and 
8 EX ,np _ SO 2 ^^so ^so ^  (3.2.51) 
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3.3 Effective Mass Correction 
In this subsection, we briefly describe the method [10], used for the calculation of effective 
mass correction to the optical potential. This treatment of the effective mass correction 
slightly differs from that generally used [11-12]. We show that both the real and imaginary 
parts of the central and the spin-orbit components of the optical potential get modified 
The optical potential U(k) = V(k) + i W( k) for a nucleon of energy E satisfies the following 
relation 
2m 
+ V(k) + iW(k) (3.3.1) 
Hce in eq (3.3.1) we have suppressed the spin and other variables for the sake of 
convenience only. The local momentum k<,, at which the g-matrix calculations are done to 
determine U(k) is calculated using only the real part in the following equation 
2_ + V(k ) = E 
2m 0 
(3.3.2) 
Therefore we are in error when we use the optical potential calculated at ko, in eq. (3.3.1). If 
the potential U(ko) does not vary strongly with k the error in using U(ko) in eq. (3.3.1) can be 
easily calculated and is called the effective mass correction. The results may be obtained as 
follows. 
If we expand V(k) and W(k) around ko^ , and retain only first-order terms and using (3.3.2) 
in (3.3.1) gives 
— + V(k ) + 
2m ^ 0^ 1 + 
(dV 
iW(k ) 
^ 0 ^ 
5W 
+ 1 
aE 
= E 
(3.3.3) 
k = ko 
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Comparing eqs. (3.3.1) and (3.3.3) gives 
U „ p , ( k ) - V ( k J + iW(ko) (3.3.4) 
1 + av .5w + 1 
dE dE k = k 
The above treatment can be easily extended to include spins. Treating the spin-orbit potential 
( Vs.o + i Wso) a.l on the same footing as the imaginary part and neglecting the terms like 
dFso/dE (which are expected to be small) we get 
Ue,(k) = V(kJ-f- iW(kJ- f [V3 jkJ + iW3,(kjJa.l (3.3.5) 
, fdV .dW] 
1+ — + 1 
I, 5E dE ^k^k 
Simplijfying the above expression, we can write down different components (i.e real 
central,U ^ ( k ) , imaginary centralU r ( k ) , real spin-oxhit u "^  (k ) and imaginary spin-
so 
orbit u ' (k) parts) of the optical potential as 
so 
W(ko) 
U ^ k ) = V(ko) + 
aw 
dE 
^ dV 
1 + 
\ 2 
V dE 
+ 
' a w ' 
.dE , 
(3.3.6) 
U^(k) = 
W(ko) 1 + dW 
dE 
^ dV 
1 + 
'^ ^aw^' 
V dE) + \dE J 
(3.3.7) 
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" s o * " ) 
V 
so 
1 + dV 
V 
V 
dE + W 
^ av 1 + 
\ 2 
dE + 
aw 
so ~dE^ (3.3.8) 
^aw^' 
aE 
and 
U' (k) 
so ^ ^ 
W 
so 
1 + 
V aE 
V aw 
so dE (3.3.9) 
1 + av 
aE 
\ 2 
+ 
aw 
aE 
From eqs (3.3.6)-(3.3.9) we see that not only the central imaginary part is modified but the 
effective mass correction should also be included in the real central, real spin-orbit part and 
imaginary spin-orbit parts of the calculated optical potential. The calculation of elastic 
scattering using eqs (3.3.6)-(3.3.9) shall henceforth be denoted by m*. The results of our 
calculation of the optical potential with and without effective mass correction at 65 MeV for 
n-'*''Ca elastic scattering data, using HJ and v-14 interactions are shown in figures (1(a)-1(b)). 
3.4 Results Of Calculated Optical Potential 
Using equation (3.2.19), (3.2.26), (3.2.38) and (3.2.49), described in the previous section, one can 
easily calculate the Nucleon - Nucleus optical potential. We have performed the calculation of 
Nucleon-Nucleus optical potential at several energies to describe elastic scattering of neutron from 
' 'C, '^0, ^^Al, "^Ca, '^'Fe, using HJand v-14 interactions. 
In the present section we describe a detailed analysis of n-'*''Ca elastic scattering data using the 
calculated nucleon - nucleus optical potential. We do not show the results of our calculation here 
for other targets as they are of similar quality. 
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3.4.1 Real Part Of Central Optical Potential 
We show the radial behavior of real part of the calculated central optical potential in fig 2(a) 
for n-'"'Ca elastic scattering at incident energies En -11, 20, 26, 30.3, 40, 65 MeV, using 
Urbana v-14 realistic interaction. The calculated potentials exhibit the following features. 
1. The real potential in the nuclear interior changes rapidly with energy and the strength of 
this attractive potential decreases with increasing energy. 
2. The potential remains attractive at all incident energies from 11 MeV to 65 MeV. 
Fig 2(b) shows respectively the radial shape of calculated real central optical potential using 
Hamada-Johnston (HJ) realistic interaction at all energies considered above. 
The results of our calculation indicate that the use of HJ interaction gives rise to a real central 
potential, which is similar to the one, obtained when v-14 interaction is used (fig 2a). 
However, the two potentials differ in the following respects 
1. The real central optical potential using v-14 interaction in the interior region is more 
attractive (by about 8 MeV) as compared with that using HJ interaction. It is well known 
[18] that a soft-core intemucleon potential gives rise to a more attractive real nucleon-
nucleus potential as compared to the use of a Hard-core intemucleon potential in 
Brueckner theory. 
2. At low energies the real central optical potential using v-14 interaction decreases smoothly 
with the radial distance, where as that using HJ interaction shows a small enhancement at 
a radial distance around r = 4F . 
3. Not only the depth but the radial shape of the calculated potential changes with energy. 
Due to this we can not compare the depth of our calculated potential with the depth of an 
empirical Saxon-Woods type potential. Hence we compare only the volume integrals 
(section 3.4.5, 3.4.6), which are better determined by the empirical data. 
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3.4.2 Imaginary Part Of Central Optical Potential 
We now describe features of the imaginary part of our calculated central optical potentials. 
Our calculations show that the imaginary central optical potential also exhibits strong energy 
and radial dependence. The radial behavior of imaginary central optical potential obtained 
from v-14 interaction for n-'^ ^Ca elastic scattering at incident energies £„ = 11, 20, 26, 30.3, 
40, 65 MeV is shown in figure 3(a). These potentials exhibit the following features 
1. The imaginary central potential is always attractive and its strength in the interior of 
nucleus increases with increasing incident energy. 
2. The imaginary central potential shows a surface enhancement at all energies considered 
here. As the incident energy increases the position of surface peak slowly shifts towards 
nuclear interior. Even at low energy such as 11 MeV, although there is prominent 
surface peaking, still substantial volume absorption is present in our calculated 
potentials. This is in contrast to the empirical potentials which are purely surface peaked 
at low energies. 
3 At 65 MeV the imaginary central potential shows a slightly smooth radial 
dependence and the absorption is dominantly volume in shape. 
Fig 3(b) shows the corresponding curves for HJ interaction at energies 11, 20, 26, 30.3, 40, 
65 MeV. Comparison of Fig 3(a) and Fig 3(b) indicates that most of the features of 
imaginary central potentials obtained from HJ interaction resemble those of the 
corresponding potentials obtained from v-14 interaction. However, the two potentials differ 
in the following respect;?: 
1 At all incident energies HJ interaction gives a pronounced surface enhancement, where as 
v-14 interaction gives a milder surface enhancement in the imaginary central potential. 
2 The imaginary central potential obtained from v-14 interaction in the nuclear interior 
is slightly more attractive than that obtained from HJ interaction. 
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3.4.3 Real part Of Spin-Orbit Optical Potential 
The real part of our calculated spin-orbit potential using v-14 interaction for n - ''"Ca at 
incident energies (En =11, 20, 26, 30.3, 40, and 65 MeV) is shown in fig 4(a). Prominent 
features of our calculated real spin-orbit potential are the following: 
1. Radial shape of the calculated real spin-orbit potential is of Thomas form at all energies 
considered here. 
2. The strength of the real spin-orbit potential decreases very slowly with decrease in 
incident energy. 
3. The peak value of real spin-orbit potential also shows slight energy dependence. It 
decreases with decrease in incident energy. 
The real part of spin-orbit potential from HJ (see figure 4(b)) interaction for n- '*°Ca elastic 
scattering at energies 11-65 MeV exhibits behavior similar to that obtained using v-14 
interaction. However; the two calculated potentials have minor differences also. 
1. At a given incident energy the real part of spin-orbit potential obtained from HJ 
interaction is smaller in magnitude through out the volume of the nucleus than the one 
obtained from v-14 interaction, e. g at incident energy En = 65 MeV the real spin-orbit 
potential resulting from HJ interaction shows a maximum at r =^  3.65 fm and^ so = 
0.965 MeV and a minimum at r = 0.3 fm & v ^^ =0.155 MeV, where as that resulting 
from Urbana v-14 interaction shows a maximum at r = 3.65 fm, ^ Q^ =1.083 MeV and a 
minimum at r = 0.3 fm and v Q^ = 0.175 MeV. 
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3.4.4 Imaginary Part Of Spin-Orbit Optical Potential 
Although the experimental data in the energy range considered here does not require the 
imaginary part of the spin-orbit potential, we show the result of our calculation for this 
component of the optical model potential. The imaginary part of our calculated spin-orbit 
optical potential using Urbana v-14 interaction for n -''*^ Ca at energy En = 11, 20, 26, 30.3, 40, 
65 MeV is shown in fig 5(a). The important features of the imaginary spin-orbit potentials 
are the following 
1. The radial shape of the calculated imaginary spin-orbit potential is also of the 
conventional Thomas form. 
2. The strength of imaginary spin-orbit potential increases with increasing incident 
energy. 
3. The peak value of imaginary spin-orbit potential shows slow energy dependence. It 
increases very slowly with increasing incident energy. 
4. The sign of the calculated imaginary spin-orbit potential is opposite to that of the real 
part of the calculated spin-orbit potential. 
The imaginary part of our calculated spin-orbit potential using HJ interaction for n -''^ Ca 
elastic scattering at all incident energies considered above is shown in fig 5(b). The potential 
obtained from v-14 & HJ interactions are very similar, except that the potential arising from 
HJ interaction is slightly smaller in magnitude than that obtained using v-14 interaction not 
only in the nuclear intenor also in the surface region. 
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3.4.5 Volume Integral Of Real Part Of Central Optical Potential (J /A) 
In fig 6(a) we have shown the energy dependence of the volume integral per nucleon for the 
real part of calculated central potential using Urbana v-14 [7] & Hamada-Johnston [8] 
realistic interaction for n- '^ ^Ca in the energy region 1 IMeV to 65 MeV. We also compare our 
results with the empirical analysis [19,20] of the elastic scattering data. 
Fig 6(a) shows that 
1. Volume integral J /A, resulting from HJ interaction & from v-14 interaction shows 
V 
similar energy dependence. The real volume integral per nucleon decreases with 
increasing incident energy. 
2. Our results are in close agreement with the empirical analysis [19,20]. 
3. We observe that J /A obtained from HJ interaction is slightly larger than that obtained 
V 
from v-14 interaction at all energy considered here. 
3.4.6Volume Integral Of Imaginary Part Of Central Optical potential 
OJA) 
In fig 6(b) we have shown the energy dependence of volume integral per nucleon of 
imaginary part of calculated central potential using Urbana v-14 [7] & Hamada-Johnston [8] 
interaction for n-''°Ca in the energy region from 11 MeV to 65 MeV. We also compare our 
results with the empirical analyses [19,20] of the elastic scattering data. From fig 6(b) we see 
that: 
1. J /A obtained from HJ interaction and from v-14 interaction shows similar energy 
dependence as found for the real central part. 
2. Our results show a pronounced peak at 26 MeV as also seen in the empirical volume 
integrals. 
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3. The use of HJ potential gives a larger volume integral as compared with the v-14 and also 
with the results of the empirical analyses. This seems to be due to substantially larger 
surface enhancement of the calculated imaginary potential from HJ interaction at low 
energies (see fig 3(b)) as compared with the results of v-14 interaction (see fig 3(a)). 
3.5 Root Mean Square Radius 
In this section we present a study of the energy dependence of root mean square radii (RMS) 
of calculated real central optical potential, from neutron elastic scattering data, using Urbana 
v-14 interaction [7] & Hamada-Johnston [8] interaction. We also compare our results with 
empirical analysis [19,20] of the elastic scattering data. The mean square radii of real central 
potential is defined as 
Jr^(r)dr 
j r'v(r)dr 
< r2 > = ^ ' ^ ^ ' ^ " ' (3.5.1) 
V 
Figure 7 shows our results< r > (RMS radii), for ''"Ca at incident energies En=ll, 26, 
V 
30.3,40, 65 MeV .We see that 
1 The RMS radii for the real central-potential is nearly constant over the entire energy region 
(11 MeV to 65 MeV) considered here. 
2. The RMS radii for the real central potential calculated from HJ interaction is marginally 
greater than that obtained from Urbana v-14 interaction. 
3. Our results are in close agreement with the empirical an-dysis [19,20]. 
We have performed similar analyses for '^ C , '^0 .^''AI , "^^ Fe , over the same energy region. 
We find that the RMS radii for the neutron nucleus real central potential for all the targets 
considered in present work practically remains energy independent. It is important to note 
that the calculated RMS radii from eq (3.5.1) is a fully microscopic resuh. The effect of any 
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normalization used to fit the cross-section data is cancelled in eq (3.5.1). Hence, the above 
results can be used to predict rms radii for all targets (studied in this section), where the 
experimental data is not available in energy region. 
Figure Captions 
Figure 1(a) 
Calculated real central, imaginary central, real spin-orbit, and imaginary spin-orbit parts of 
the optical potential with and without effective mass correction at 65 Mev from n-'^ C^a using 
HJ interaction. 
Figure 1(b) 
Calculated real central, imaginary central, real spin-orbit, and imaginary spin-orbit parts of 
the optical potential with and without effective mass correction at 65 Mev from n-'*''Ca using 
Urbana v-14 interaction. 
Figure 2(a) 
Energy dependence of calculated real central optical potential for n-'^ 'Ca in energy region 11 -
65 MeV, using Urbana v-14 interaction. 
Figure 2(b) 
Same as in fig 2(a) but using HJ interaction. 
Figure 3(a) 
Energy dependence of calculated imaginary part of central optical potential for n-''°Ca in 
energy region 11-65 MeV, using Urbana v-14 interaction. 
Figure 3(b) 
Same as in fig 3(a) but using HJ interaction. 
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Figure 4(a) 
Energy dependence of calculated real spin-orbit optical potential for n-''°Ca in energy region 
11-65 MeV, using Urbana v-14 interaction. 
Figure 4(b) 
Same as in fig 4(a) but using HJ interaction. 
Figure 5(a) 
Energy depe 
region 11-65 MeV, using Urbana v-14 interaction. 
ndence of calculated imaginary spin-orbit optical potential for n- "^ C^a in energy 
Figure 5(b) 
Same as in fig 5(a) but using HJ interaction. 
Figure 6(a) 
Energy dependence of normalized volume integral per nucleon of real part of calculated 
central optical potential for n-''°Ca at 11-65 MeV using HJ and v-14 interactions. 
Figure 6(b) 
Energy dependence of normalized volume integral per nucleon of imaginary pai1 of 
calculated central optical potential for n-'"'Ca at 11-65 Mev using HJ and v-14 interactions. 
Figure 7 
Energy dependence of root mean square radii of calculated real central optical potential, 
using v-14 & HJ interactions for n-'^ ^Ca. 
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ELASTIC SCATTrRmQ 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we present a detailed analyses of neutron elastic scattering data from '^C, '^0 
, " A 1 , '^ ''Ca , '^^ Fe in the energy region from 8-65 MeV ,using calculated optical potential (as 
described in chapter 3) obtained from first order Brueckner theory, using both the Urbana v-
14 soft-core [1] & Hamada-Johnston (HJ) hard-core [2] interactions. We first obtain the 
different components of nucleon-nucleus optical potential using folding procedure as 
described in chapter 3. In the present work we have used the proton densities [3] obtained 
from electron scattering data, for neutron density we use the simple prescription 
Pn(r) - (N/Z) pp(r). 
The calculated potential consists of central real V(E,r) and imaginary parts W(E,r) , spin-
orbit real Vso(E,r) and spin orbit imaginary Wso(E,r) parts. The calculation of the differential 
elastic scattering and other observables (total, elastic, and reaction cross sections) are done 
by using the calculated aotential U(E,r) in a spherical optical model code. Comparison with 
experimental data is done by minimizing x^  per degree of freedom by adjusting the four 
R 1 
normalization parameters X^, 7^, X , X .Thus the input potential in the optical model 
so so 
code is 
U(E,r) = XvV(E,r) + i Iw W(E,r) + X^ Vso(E,r) +iX^ Wso(E.r). 
so so 
The ideal values of X must be unity indicating that the calculated potential are in 100% 
agreement with the ones required to fit the experimental data. A value of X >1(X. <1) implies 
that Lhe calculated potentials are smaller (larger) than that required by the experimental data. 
Since we have analyzed data only up to 65 MeV which does not require the imaginary part of 
the spin-orbit potential, hence we take X =0. 
so 
I R 
In our analysis, we keep X =0,X =1 at all energies. Since there is no polarization data 
so so 
available. Thus we have only two adjustable parameters (Xy and K) to minimize x^ /^F. 
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In tables (1-10), we show the value of normalization parameters, together with volume 
integrals and total cross sections for all targets in the energy region considered here. 
4.2 Results And Discussion 
The results for each target are discussed separately belov 
4.2.1 ^^ C 
In figures 1(a)-1(b), we show the best fits obtained for the neutron elastic scattering at 
incident energy En = 20.8, 22, 24, 26, 40, 65 MeV from '^C.We see that a satisfactory 
agreement is observed for scattering angle 9 <:100°, for all incident energies. 
From tables (1-2), we see that average normalization for the real potential is A, =1.104 
(HJ) and 0.974 (v-14), while the average normalization for the imaginary potential is 
X =0.521 (HJ) and 0.566 (v-14). We find that the calculated imaginary part {X < 1) is 
w w 
much larger than that required by the experimental data [4,5,6]. From tables (1-2) we see that 
the value of X,vat 22 MeV is slightly larger than other values of X^, for all energies (considered 
here). Hence, we exclude it while calculating the average of Xv for both HJ and v-14 
interaction. Further, the disagreement with experimental differential cross section data at 
larger angles seems to be due to the fact that C is highly deformed nucleus, while we have 
used a spherical optical model code and the prescription used for neutron seems not very 
appropriate. 
The results are in agreen-ent with other analyses [7]. Figures 1 (a)-l (b) show that both the 
HJ and v-14 give agreement of similar quality, However, the smaller value of x^/DF, from v-
14 interaction shows, that v-14 gives marginally better results then HJ at all incident energies 
considered here. 
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16/ 4.2.2 '"O 
The results for neutron elastic scattering at incident energies £„ = 18, 20, 22, 24, 26 MeV 
from '^0 are shown in figures 2(a)-2(b).Both v-14 and HJ interactions give much satisfactory 
agreement with experimental data for scattering angle 9 < 60°. From tables (3-4), we observe 
that the average normalization for the real potential is X, = 0.982 (HJ), 0.867 (v-14), while 
the average normalization for the imaginary potential is A, = 0.5 (HJ), 0.544 (v-14). 
We find that % is nearly equal to 1, which implies that the calculated real central potential 
is very close to the one required by the experimental data. 
As found for '^ C , we find that X < 1 for '^0 also, thus the calculated imaginary part of 
w 
central potential is much larger than that required by experimental data. Further, smaller 
value of x^  / DF for all incident energies, obtained from v-14 interaction shows v-14 is 
marginally better than HJ. 
4.2.3 ^^Al 
In figures 3 (a)-3 (b), we present the results for the elastic scattering of neutron from AI at 
incident energies En = 18, 20, 22, 25, 26 MeV. The agreement with the data from v-14 eind 
HJ interactions is satisfactory. 
Tables (5-6) show normalization parameters. We see that X =1.094 (HJ), 0.946 (v-14), 
while X -0.594 (HJ) & 0.667 (v-14) .We can observe that A< ~ 1 & X < 1, as found for 
W V W 
For this nucleus also we find v-14 results are marginally better than that of HJ. 
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4.2.4 '"Ca 
The results for elastic scattering of neutron from ''"Ca at incident energies En = 11, 20, 26, 
30.3, 40, 65 MeV are shown in figures 4 (a) - 4 (b). Figures show that neutron differential 
elastic cross section data is nicely reproduced at all energies. 
Tables (7-8) show normalization parameters, we observe that X = 1.048 (HJ), 0.890 (v-14) 
and, A< = 0.584 (HJ), 0.638 (v-14) 
w 
We find A, ~ 1 , A, < 1 and v-14 shows better agreement than HJ. 
w 
4.2.5 ^Ve 
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The figures 5(a) -5(b) show that the neutron differential elastic cross section from Fe is 
nicely reproduces at ali energies (8 - 26 MeV) considered here. Further, Tables (9-10) show 
that the x2 /DF for v-14 case are systematically smaller then those for the HJ potential. Thus 
we can conclude that the soft core Urbana v-14 gives rise to a better description of the data at 
these energies. 
From tables (9-10) we see that X -0.997 (HJ), 0.869 (v-H) and X =0.733 (HJ), 0.776 (v-
V W 
14). Thus, similar results are obtained for normalization parameter as obtained for other 
targets discussed above. 
One important feature to note here is that, for all targets (considered here) we observe that, 
X (v-14) < A, (HJ). This result is consistent with the observation by Bethe [8] and others 
[9,10] that the use of soft-core interaction gives a deeper real potential in Brueckner theory as 
compared with the use of a hard-core interaction. 
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Figure Caption: 
Figure l(a)-l(b) 
Microscopic optical model fits of neutron elastic scattering from '^C, using Hamada-Johnston 
[HJ] and Urbana v-14 inter-nucleon interactions. 
Experimental data are taken from ref [7] at En == (20.8 - 40MeV) 
At 65 MeV experimental data are taken from ref [11]. 
Figure 2(a)-2(b) 
Microscopic optical model fits of neutron elastic scattering from '^0, using HJ and v-14 
interactions. Experimental data are taken from ref [7] at all incident energies (18-26 MeV). 
Figure 3(a)-3(b) 
Microscopic optical model fits of neutron elastic scattering from ^^Al, using HJ and v-14 
interactions. Experimental data are taken from ref [7] at all incident energies (18-26 MeV). 
Figure 4(a)-4(b) 
Microscopic optical model fits of neutron elastic scattering from ""^ Ca, using HJ and v-14 
interactions. Experimental data are taken from ref [12] at incident energies (ll-26MeV). At 
(30.3 - 40 MeV) data are taken fi-om ref [13] and at 65 MeV data are taken from ref [11]. 
Figure 5(a)-5(b) 
Microscopic optical model fits of neutron elastic scattering from '^*Fe, using HJ and v-14 
interactions. Experimental data are taken from ref [14] at En = (8-14 MeV) and at En = (20-
26 MeV) from ref [15]. 
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Table 1: Normalization Parameters and integral observables for 
Neutron- C elastic scattering for HJ interaction 
E„ 
(MeV) 
K 
Aw 
<^tot 
<^e\ 
Or 
Jv/A 
Jw/A 
X'/DF 
20.8 
1.200 
1.008 
1637.935 
917.413 
720.522 
520.25 
230.79 
139.0 
22 
1.392 J 
1.159 
1614.934 
868.586 
746.348 
594.22 
261.65 
100.2 
24 
1.077 
0.586 
1570.449 
1046.849 
523.600 
447.38 
129.29 
74.7 
26 
1.113 
0.500 
1548.106 
1092.172 
455.934 
452.19 
107.91 
3^ .5 
40 
1.048 
0.500 
1066.570 
722.021 
344.548 
363.15 
98.34 
48.3 
65 
1.086 
0.500 
676.250 
430.296 
245.955 
308.15 
85.38 
19.1 
Table 2 : Same as Table 1 but for v-14 interaction 
E„ 
(MeV) 
K 
ky^ 
t^tot 
<^e\ 
Gr 
Jv/A 
Jw/A 
X'/DF 
20.8 
0.963 
0.602 
1586.597 
1064.396 
522.201 
444.74 
114.28 
34.7 
22 
1.232 
1.208 
1540.249 
828.846 
711.403 
560.47 
226.06 
81.2 
24 
1.024 
0.603 
1531.479 
1050.398 
481.081 
454.93 
110.43 
41.9 
26 
0.987 
0.503 
1464.059 
1058.532 
405.527 
428.83 
90.36 
20.7 
40 
0.908 
0.511 
1009.996 
701.243 
308.753 
341.77 
84.69 
10.5 
65 
0.988 
0.615 
706.348 
443.162 
263.186 
309.68 
92.94 
4.4 
Table 3: Normalization Parameters and integral observables for 
16 Neutron - O elastic scattering for HJ interaction 
E„ 
(MeV) 
K 
ky^, 
O'tot 
^e\ 
Or 
Jv/A 
JJA 
X'/DF 
18 
1.091 
0.500 
1941.725 
1254.694 
687.031 
490.97 
113.03 
32.4 
20 
0.922 
0.500 
1894.147 
1254.660 
639.486 
406.20 
110.66 
71.3 
22 
0.798 
0.500 
1710.227 
1114.551 
595.676 
342.22 
108.32 
110.2 
24 
1.061 
0.500 
1847.790 
1257.264 
590.526 
443.92 
106.18 
57.84 
26 
1.042 
0.500 
1787.162 
1225.452 
561.710 
425.37 
104.05 
30.69 
Table 4 : Same as Table 3 but for v-14 interaction 
E„ 
(MeV) 
K 
Aw 
^tot 
Ofel 
Or 
Jv/A 
Jw/A 
X'/DF 
18 
0.945 
0.554 
1839.672 
1185.567 
654.105 
455.55 
103.51 
12.8 
20 
0.838 
0.612 
1790.345 
1148.820 
641.525 
393.78 
111.90 
41.9 
22 
0.759 
0.500 
1691.249 
1155.595 
535.654 
347.66 
89.45 
62.28 
24 
0.900 
0.535 
1723.815 
1182.589 
541.226 
402.72 
93.97 
34.04 
26 
0.895 
0.521 
1672.704 
1165.551 
507.153 
391.81 
89.74 
9.12 
Table 5 Normalization Parameters and integral observables for 
27 Neutron - Al elastic scattering for HJ interaction 
E„(MeV) 
Ay 
Xyv 
CTtot 
<7el 
CTr 
Jv/A 
Jvv/A 
5C2/Dr 
18 
1.024 
0.518 
2173.015 
1219.011 
954.004 
441.74 
103.51 
59.7 
20 
1.175 
0.646 
2048.470 
1046.458 
1002.012 
493.19 
126.33 
60.1 
22 
1.139 
0.626 
2100.836 
1148.821 
952.015 
466.32 
120.19 
38.2 
25 
1.090 
0.598 
2160.397 
1282.357 
878.039 
430.65 
111.55 
36.9 
26 
1.045 
0.585 
2180.740 
1332.285 
848.455 
408.02 
108.27 
43.1 
Table 6 Same as Table 5 but for v-14 interaction 
E„ (MeV) 
A/y 
Aw 
CTtot 
CTei 
Gr 
Jv/A 
V A 
X2/DF 
—, .. , 
18 
0.888 
0.584 
2074.723 
1146.289 
928.434 
410.71 
97.05 
22.77 
20 
0.971 
0.712 
2011.734 
1048.989 
962.745 
437.78 
116.0 
41.27 
22 
0.982 
0.708 
2007.884 
1086.521 
921.363 
432.54 
113.2 
20.45 
25 
0.962 
0.672 
2030.502 
1183.588 
346.915 
409.40 
104.7 
13.55 
26 
0.930 
0.661 
2045.804 
1225.235 
820.569 
391.89 
102.1 
18.38 
Table 7: Normalization Parameters and integral observables for 
40 Neutron- Ca elastic scattering for HJ interaction 
En 
(MeV) 
A/y 
Aw 
CJtot 
C^el 
CTr 
Jv/A 
JJA 
X'/DF 
11 
1.061 
0.594 
2724.261 
1334.907 
1389.354 
509.46 
117.20 
23.6 
20 
1.082 
0.607 
2360.106 
1125.494 
1234.612 
456.09 
111.51 
14.7 
26 
1.077 
0.721 
2389.172 
1204.283 
1184.889 
422.82 
126.73 
16.9 
30.3 
1.041 
0.565 
2417.665 
1403.506 
1014.158 
389.28 
98.28 
15.1 
40 
0.959 
0.519 
2383.320 
1541.305 
842.015 
327.25 
87.05 
21.1 
65 
1.070 
0.500 
2043.650 
1408.036 
635.614 
300.20 
76.19 
0.88 
Table 8 : Same as Table 7 but for v-14 interaction 
En 
(MeV) 
K 
Aw 
Otot 
<^e\ 
dr 
Jv/A 
JJA 
X'/DF 
11 
0.926 
0.577 
2665.441 
1326.141 
1339.300 
475.38 
95.50 
13.4 
20 
0.874 
0.669 
2322.529 
1131.478 
1191.051 
396.29 
102.65 
9.58 
26 
0.91 
0.791 
2319.882 
1180.875 
1139.007 
387.40 
116.34 
9.34 
30.3 
0.900 
0.668 
2314.654 
1312.770 
1001.884 
365.24 
97.56 
9.36 
40 
0.844 
0.628 
2267.239 
1418.332 
848.906 
314.11 
89.24 
9.85 
65 
0.890 
0.500 
1923.727 
1337.732 
585.995 
276.85 
67.78 
0.754 
Table 9: Normalization Parameters and integral observables for 
Neutron- '^*Fe elastic scattering for HJ interaction 
E„ 
(MeV) 
8 
10 
12 
14 
20 
22 
24 
26 
A/y 
0.954 
1.024 
1.037 
1.044 
0.992 
1.044 
0.914 
0.970 
Ky^ 
0.717 
0.754 
0.840 
0.846 
0.651 
0.738 
0.591 
0.732 
Otot 
3373.128 
3242.455 
3077.086 
2927.694 
2576.542 
2584.665 
2603.715 
2589.432 
Cfei 
1811.367 
1670.054 
1508.004 
1396.678 
1228.917 
1216.281 
1372.834 
1300.917 
Or 
1561.761 
1572.401 
1569.082 
1531.016 
1347,626 
1368.383 
1230.882 
1288.515 
Jv/A 
435.83 
452.52 
444.95 
436.47 
385.71 
396.76 
340.22 
353.73 
J>v/A 
112.78 
117.52 
129.46 
128.91 
96.39 
108.43 
86.08 
105.73 
X'/DF 
238.1 
110.5 
68.8 
45.2 
62.5 
96.7 
42.6 
72.9 
Table 10 : Same as Table 9 but for v-14 interaction 
En 
(MeV) 
8 
10 
12 
14 
20 
22 
24 
26 
A*v 
0.838 
0.890 
0.905 
0.896 
0,865 
0.902 
0.811 
0.851 
K\i/ 
0.747 
0.761 
0.870 
0.870 
0.739 
0.788 
0.657 
0.782 
O'tot 
3360.432 
3196.565 
3033.442 
2853.373 
2497.030 
2488.707 
2481.112 
2488.003 
(Tel 
1768.443 
1633.871 
1463.278 
1326.860 
1158.818 
1153.832 
1272.279 
1233,817 
Or 
1591.989 
1562.694 
1570.163 
1526.513 
1338.211 
1334.875 
1208.833 
1254.186 
Jv/A 
416.07 
428.07 
422.58 
407.65 
367.25 
374.83 
330.51 
339,91 
Jw/A 
102.03 
102.95 
116.42 
115.08 
94.84 
100.10 
82,77 
97.61 
-
X'/DF 
136.4 
75.9 
44.9 
35.9 
38.5 
78.4 
15.4 
29.3 
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CHAPTEn 5 
MASS NUMSm VEPEhJVEMC€ Of THE 
MICROSCOPIC OPTICAL MODEL 
POTEmiAL 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we present our results of the mass number dependence of the mean square 
radii (MSR) for the real central potential (<r^ >v), calculated in first order Brueckner theory 
using both Hard-core (denoted as HJ)[1] and Soft-core (denoted as v-14)[2] realistic 
interactions. 
In particular we show our results at 26 MeV and 65 MeV for the energy dependence of 
MSR. Further, we have analyzed the neutron elastic scattering data over a wide mass range 
of targets '^ C - '^'Zr. The method of calculation used here is described in detail in chapters 
[2 and 3]. We find that MSR changes little with energy. 
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5.2 MSR At 26 MeV And 65 MeV 
We have calculated the mean square radius for real central part of optical potential from 
neutron elastic scattering data using HJ and v-14 interactions. We find that the two gives 
very similar results. Hence we take average of the mean square radius (MSR). In this 
section MSR is plotted at 26 MeV(see fig (la)) and at 65 MeV (see fig (lb)), as a function 
of A (A denotes the target mass number). It is observed that at 26 MeV <r >v obeys a 
linear relation with mass number: 
<r^>v = 5.057+ 0.921 A^ ^^  (1) 
and at 65 MeV this relation is given by 
<r^>v =5.225 +0.913 A^ ^^  (2) 
At 65 MeV we can compare our results with those of Sakaguchi [4] (although they have 
calculated the MSR for incident proton). 
Greenlees, Pyle and Tang [5], have shown that for a spherically symmetric density 
distribution the following relation is satisfied: 
<r^>v = <r^>matt + <r^>int , (3) 
where < r^  >int is the mean square radius of the effective two-nucleon interaction and 
<r >n,att is MSR of the nucleon density distribution. 
Using eq (1) and the values of < r^  >matt (Table-1) we find the following linear relation at 
26MeVfor<r^>int 
<r^>int = 3.813 + 0.101 A^ '^  (4) 
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For 65 MeV, the result is 
<r^>i„, = 3.957 + 0.0988 A '^^  (5) 
Sakaguchi et al. [4] arjues that the exchange term in the microscopic effective interaction 
is probably responsible for the mass number dependence of <r^ >int. • 
(5.3) Summary 
Our results show the following features 
• From Table-1 we can conclude that the values of < r^  >v for both v-14 and HJ models V 
2/3 
are very close and exhibit linear dependence with A 
<• Table-1 shows our results for < r^  >v and < r^  >n,att. We compare our results with those 
from KYOTO ref. [4]. We note that our values for < r" ^ 'matt 
are very close to those of 
ref [4]. Hence our assumption about neutron densities seems not very unreasonable. 
• It is important to note that there are no free parameters in our calculation of MSR, 
though it depends on nucleon density. Hence it is a fully Microscopic result. 
• Figures (la) and (lb) indicate that our procedure can be used as a constraint in 
choosing geometrical parameters for an empirical analysis of data from targets in the 
range '^C-'"Zr. 
• Equation (1) and (2) shows that < ? >v is almost energy independent in the energy 
region (26-65MeV) considered in the present work. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1(a) 
Average mean square radii of the best fit microscopic real optical potentials (v-14, HJ) at 
26 Mev are shown as a function of mass number A . The solid line is a linear fit to the 
resultsofpresent work (shown as solid circles): < r >v = 5.057+ 0.921 A . 
Figure 1(b) 
Same as fig 1 (a) but at 65 MeV 
<r^>v = 5.225 +0.913 A^ ^^  
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Table 1 : The calculated mean square radii of the neutron-
nucleus microscopic real optical model potentials (v-14 and 
HJ) at 26 MeV and 65 MeV. The average effective interaction 
range calculated in the present work and matter radii are 
compared with Kyoto values (see table III of ref [4]) 
Targets 
'^ C 
16Q 
^^Al 
•^^ Ca 
V^e 
^^Fe 
^«Zr 
<r\ 
HJ v-14 
26MeV 
10.055 
11.288 
14.066 
16.676 
18.040 
9.3740 
10.628 
13.278 
15.850 
17.217 
<r\ 
HJ v-14 
65MeV 
10.304 
16.605 
18.842 
23.987 
9.637 
15.819 
17.890 
23.066 
< r -^ matt 
(fm )^ 
5.397 
6.563 
8.777 
11.230 
12.452 
12.899 
17.550 
Av < r V i„t 
(fm') 
26 MeV 
4.318 
4.395 
4.894 
5.033 
5.176 
65 MeV 
4.520 
4.983 
5.464 
5.977 
"^^ '*'matt 
Kyoto[4] 
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